We consider a dissipative reaction-diffusion equation on a thin L-shaped domain (with the thinness measured by a parameter £.); we determine the limit equation for £ = 0 and prove the upper semicontinuity of the global attractors at £ = 0. We also state a lower semicontinuity result. When the limit equation is one-dimensional, we prove convergence of any orbit to a singleton.
Introduction
In many applications, we encounter partial differential equations (PDE) defined on domains for which the size in some directions is much larger than the size in others. It is natural in such situations to attempt to determine a PDE on a lower-dimensional domain which will reflect all of the dynamics of the original problem. For very general domains which are thin in the normal direction over a lower dimensional bounded domain Q, Hale and Raugel [12, 13, 15, 16] have discussed this problem in detail for a dissipative parabolic equation and for a linearly damped hyperbolic equation. In particular, if the order of thinness is measured by e, they constructed a limit problem on the lower-dimensional domain and proved upper semicontinuity of the attractors at e = 0. For gradient systems, it is also known that the attractors are lower semicontinuous at e = 0 provided that the equilibrium points are hyperbolic [16, 29] . Raugel and Sell [30, 31] have considered similar problems (including global existence) for the Navier-Stokes equations on a three-dimensional bounded domain Q x (0, e). Thin domain problems have also been considered by several other authors from different points of view; see, for instance [4, 22, 25, 26] and the references therein. For time-dependent problems, see also [28] .
In this paper, we prove the upper semicontinuity of the attractors as well as other properties of a dissipative parabolic equation on thin L-shaped domains. A very special case of such a domain in IR 2 is the set {(x 1) x 2 ):0<x 1 < 1, 0< x 2 <e}u{(x 1 , x 2 ):0<X! <e,0 <x 2 < 1}. The junction region of this domain is denned to be (0, s) x (0, e).
Ciarlet [4] and Le Dret [23] [24] [25] have considered such problems for linear and nonlinear PDE, including problems in mechanics concerning shells, plates and rods. The first problem that is encountered is to scale the domain in such a way as to obtain problems on domains which are independent of e. For the above simple example, the idea of Ciarlet and Le Dret is to scale the different parts of the domain independently of each other, but counting the junction twice. The idea of scaling the different parts of a multi-structure independently of each other, but counting the junction twice, first appeared in the work of Ciarlet, Le Dret and Nzengwa [5, 6] . They obtained two domains Q 1 = (0,1) x (0, 1), Q 2 = (0, 1) x (0,1) with the junction being J\ = (0, e) x (0, 1) in Q 1 and J 2 = (0,1) x (0, e) in Q 2 . For the resulting PDE on the product domain, a solution u = (u 1 ,u 2 ) is required to satisfy a junction condition in order to yield correct information about the original problem. A natural limit problem as e-»0 in this case consists of two one-dimensional PDE with a matching condition at the origin. The above authors discussed convergence of solutions on finite time intervals as a-»0. Other approaches to such problems are considered in [3. 7] , for example. One could also apply the techniques of asymptotic developments (see [4] ).
Here, we use a type of scaling procedure similar to that of Ciarlet and Le Dret, but for a more general L-shaped domain, we determine the appropriate limit equations and then extend the method used by Hale and Raugel [13] to prove the upper semicontinuity of the attractors at £ = 0. To assist in the analysis, Hale and Raugel [12, 13] used a projection operator from the higher-dimensional space to the lower-dimensional space given by the mean value with respect to x 2 . Also, for thin domains, the identity map is a natural embedding of functions on the lowerdimensional space into functions on the canonical domain in the higher-dimensional space. In the above coordinates, this embedding takes a function of <p{x^) into a function ij/(x i ,x 2 ) = <p(x i ) for all x 2 . Due to the junction conditions on L-shaped domains, these artifacts will not work and this makes the analysis more difficult. The detailed reason for this is described in the text.
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the variational problems (P) £ and (P) o corresponding, respectively, to the reaction-diffusion equations on the thin L-shaped domain and to the limit problem. There we also introduce the main notation and state the upper semicontinuity result of the attractors s/ e of the problems (P) £ at s = 0. In Section 3, we introduce our important auxiliary mappings M e and I c . Sections 4-7 are devoted to the proof of the upper semicontinuity result. In Section 8, we compare the equilibrium points of the problems (P) E and (P) o , when the equilibrium points of (P) o are hyperbolic. Section 9 is devoted to the comparison of the eigenvalues of the linearised problems corresponding to (P) E and (P) o . We first give abstract results of comparison of eigenvalues, which can be used in other situations. For special thin domains, Bourquin and Ciarlet [2] have also made comparison of eigenvalues. We then describe two main applications of our comparison results. The first application is the convergence, to a single equilibrium point, for each orbit of the reaction-diffusion equation on our thin L-shaped domain. The second application is the lower semicontinuity of the attractors si z at e = 0. Finally, in Section 10, we describe some generalisations to more complicated two-dimensional thin L-shaped domains and to three-dimensional thin L-shaped domains.
Notation and upper semicontinuity results
For g,,e C 2 ([0, l];(0, oo)), i = l , 2 , and ee(0,1], we define a general L-shaped domain Q c by the relations Ql = P i , * 2 ) e R 2 :0 < x 2 < e g^) , 0 < ^ < 1}, Ql = {(x u x 2 ) e R 2 :0 < Xi < eg 2 (x 2 ), 0 < x 2 < 1}.
We denote the closure of a set S by S. The set J t = Q\r\ Ql is called the junction set of <2 E and is the closure of the open set J e = P i , x 2 ):0 < x 2 < eg^Xi), 0 < x x < sg 2 (x 2 ), x t e (0, 1), x 2 6 (0,1)}.
We set
Suppose that G e W liC°( Q), where Q ^> u 0<£:S1 Q £ . The conditions on G can be weakened (see the detailed proofs in the next sections). Let fe C 2 (R; R) be given and suppose that there are constants c>0, 0^y<oo, such that s n forsei?, (2.1)
S
In view of the results of the first part of Section 9, the condition (2.2) can obviously be replaced by the following one:
where A 10 is the first (positive) eigenvalue of the operator A o denned by (2.5) O . Then, of course, one has to choose s small enough to ensure that the first eigenvalue X u of -A on Q £ (with the boundary conditions u = 0 in F E , du/dn c = 0 in 3Q e \r £ ) satisfies the inequality X < X u . For the sake of simplicity, we make the hypothesis (2.2). We consider the parabolic boundary value problem
where n e is the unit outward normal to Q E . The initial data are chosen from the space Let us now write the problem (P) in variational form. For this, as has been done by Le Dret [25] , it is convenient to write the inner product in the space L 
To discuss the problem (P) or, equivalently (P), it is convenient to transform coordinates to a canonical product domain
To accomplish this, we need some notation. Let XjfO, x 2 ) = 0 and the equation x 2 -£gi(£g2( x 2)^i) = 0 has a unique solution X 2 (E, x j in PF for 0 ^ Xi ^ 1 with x 2 (0, x x ) = 0. Moreover, the functions X^E, X 2 ) and X 2 The inequalities (2.4) E are a direct consequence of the hypotheses imposed on g h i = 1, 2, and on the Poincare inequalities on Q', i = 1, 2.
To define the limit problem for e = 0, we let 1) ) with the inner product and let (v, v) )*. Actually, we can choose the constants c 0 and C o in (2.4) £ so that
, then the limit variational problem is to find a function n e f 0 such that, for £, e V o , we have
This problem is equivalent to finding Also, if g t = 1, then g* = 1. Now let Q £ = { ( x 1 , x 2 ) : 0 < x 2 < £ g * ( x 1 ) , -1 < X ! < 1 } , T° = 8Q E n{x 1 = -I}, T £ = 3Q £ n {x t = 1}. In [13] , it was proved that the limit problem at e = 0 of the reaction-diffusion equation
is the problem (Q)*. This means that, if the L-shaped domain has the property £i(0) = £2(0), gi Xl (0) = g2x 2 (0), then the limit problem for £ = 0 is the same as that for a thin domain over a line segment defined by the function g* above.
For any h = (h i , h 2 ) e 3%, we consider the problem: find u = (u t , u 2 2 ) is a Lyapunov function and serves as an equivalent norm in Y~o. This gives global existence of solutions and defines the semigroup T 0 (t). Obviously, T 0 (t) is compact for f > 0 . Also, the co-limit set of any solution must belong to the set of equilibrium points. Since the set of equilibrium points is bounded, it follows that the global attractor exists (see, for example, [10] We also give an estimate on the distance between the solutions of the problems (P), and (P) o on any finite time interval.
In spirit, the proof of Theorem 2.2 follows along the lines in [13] for a parabolic equation on a thin domain. However, there are several important differences. For PDE on a thin domain Q e over a line segment defined by Q e = {(*i> x 2 )-0<x 2 < £g(xi), 0 < x x < 1}, the first step of the analysis is to map Q C onto the canonical domain Q = (0,1) x (0,1). In this case, there is a natural embedding of the solution space for the limit equation on the line into the solution space for the perturbed equation on Q. Also, there is a natural projection in the opposite direction using a restricted mean value operator which takes a function u on the square Q to the function (Mu)(x l ) = Wu(xy,x 2 )dx 2 on the line segment [0, 1] . In the case of L-shaped domains, neither of these properties is true because of the junction region. Therefore, we must introduce an operator I E which will map f^ into fl and an operator M E which maps % into f^. The operator I e will be approximately the identity, while the operator M £ will be approximately a restricted mean value operator (see Section 3 and the proof of Theorem 2.2). The necessity for the introduction of these operators I E and M E makes the estimates needed in the proof of Theorem 2.2 much more complicated. We remark that the precise estimates of the convergence of the attractors s4 E to the attractor stf 0 will depend upon the manner in which the operators I E and M E converge respectively to the identity and the restricted mean value operator.
We present the outline of the proof to bring out the essential difficulties. We first remark that, throughout the paper, C (respectively k(r)) will denote a generic positive constant (respectively a generic function of r) independent of e. Using the properties (2.1), ( 
2.2), as well as regularity properties of T E (t) and T 0 (t), and the fact that T c (t)
is a gradient system, it is possible to proceed as in [13] to obtain the following result: for t ^ 0.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Since s# 0 is the global attractor for (P) o , for any r\ > 0 and any r t > 0, there exists a positive number T, such that, for t ^ T,, for
We construct a linear mapping l t :'f^-*i r t with the property that it is the identity on a subset of g £ of (0,1) 2 x (0,1) 2 with the measure of (0,1) 2 x (0, l) 2 \g £ approaching zero as e -> 0 and such that there exists a positive constant C such that, for all
We also construct a linear mapping M £ : i^-* "f~0 with the property that, on a subset of approximately full measure, it is the restricted mean value with respect to x 2 on Q 1 and with respect to x x on Q 2 and such that there exists a positive constant C such that, for all uef^,
We then prove that, for any r 0 > 0, there is a positive constant k(r 0 ) such that for || u 0 1|^ ^ r 0 , for t ^ 0, we have (Q) (j!/ E , jtf 0 ) ^ r\ and the theorem is proved.
•
The next few sections are devoted to introducing the operators I e and M t and proving the inequality (2.17).
The mappings I e and M c
If ;q(e, x 2 ) and x 2 (e, x j are as defined in Section 2 (see (2.3)), we let 2 ), x Um = min x 1 (e,x 2 ) ) os* 2 si os* 2 si x 2£jvf = max x 2 (£, x j , x 2£m = min x 2 (e,x 1 ).
O l O
From the Mean Value Theorem and (2.3), we deduce that It is clear t h a t /^0 < e ^ £ 0 a n d all vei^, ((0,1) ). To prove the estimate (3.3c), we remark that, for
which, together with (3.3a), implies (3.3c). The first estimate in (3.4) is obvious and the second one follows by differentiating I £ v.
To define the operator M E :i^->%, we need some additional notation. For any function t, e L 2 ((0,1) x (0, 1)), we define partial averages by the relations
, the "average" of u, over J{ by the relations
Ci rfx 2 *
We now define the operator M c u = (Mlu t , M 2 u 2 ) for u e f~c by the relations
It is clear that M c : i^-^i^o, since
We also remark that M £ : i r e -*i r e . We want to prove that there is a positive constant C such that, for 0 < e ^ e 0 and all u e f s , we have
The estimates (3.7)(i) and (3.7)(ii) are obvious. To prove (3.6), we observe that, for x t e [x UM , 2x l £ M ], the quantities a n d l-d=
By the Poincare inequality (see [13] , Lemma 3.1]), we have
It remains to estimate the second term of the right-hand side of (3.8 
where x 3 denotes x x .
In Sections 4-7, we often use the following estimates (see [13] ): 
An equation satisfied by the solution v = (v l ,v 2 ) of the problem (P) o
We keep the notation of the previous sections; in particular,
is any solution of (P) o , then we have If we use the definition (3.5) of M e u and perform some elementary calculations, we deduce that (4.2) is equivalent to the following equality: 
where we have let x 3 denote x 1 ; 
An equation satisfied by the solution it of problem (P) E
If u" = (Ml, M|) is a solution of (P) £ , we have, for any £ = (c 1;
The definition of I e and a few elementary computations yield
where
We remark that the expression a e (u e , £) has a rather simple form due to the fact that I e •fo. In fact, 
where 
In the estimation of the quantities in (6.2), we repeatedly use the following relation. For any £,-e ^((O,1)), j = 1, 2, we can write
Next we choose 0 < £ 0 < 1 and assume that ||M o ll^e ^''o-We now estimate the expressions in (6.2), beginning with B®(u\ v). Thanks to (3.3) and Lemma 2.3, we may write, for 0 ^ e ^ s 0 ,
From (2.10) and (3.6), we deduce the inequality
Using (2.10), (3.9) and (6.3), we can write, for any positive number S, 
Likewise, using, in addition, the estimates (3.9) and (6.3), we can write, for any positive number S,
From (6.2b), (6.10) and (6.11) as well as the hypotheses made on / and G, we deduce at once that
We n o w turn t o the estimate of B 2 (u\ v) . At first, w e r e m a r k that, in t h e expression of B*(u c , v), we c a n replace t h e expression u) x b y £ But, using the hypothesis (2.2), the estimates (3.9), (6.3) and Lemma 2.3, we obtain
From the equalities (7.2b) and (7.8) and the estimates (7.7), (7.9), we at once derive that (7.10) Integrating the equality (7.1) from 0 to t and using the equalities (7.2) as well as the estimates (6.8), (6.9), (7.6), (7.10)-(7.12), (7.14), (7.15) 
\Bj(u\ v)\ ^ \ Z j t ( j t t gj (f(vj) + G j0 )(z) -z ;°) dx, dx)j + W-v \\

Comparison of equilibrium points of the problems (P), and (P) o
Since we are interested at the beginning of this section only in local results, it is not necessary to assume that the condition (2.2) holds. We recall that A' 1 Proof. Let i/ = A^k and y = A^ho-As in Section 6, we can write: 
n a similar way. one shows that, if U E = 0, then w E = 0. We thus have shown that DF E (I E v 0 ) is an isomorphism of % and that, for 0 < e ^ e 0 ,
ii(0F,(j,» o )r l ii*(n;o^*i>
where Kj is a positive constant independent of e. Using the hypothesis (2.1), one directly shows that, for 0 < e ^ £ 0 , for 0 < 6 £j 9 0 , sup
\\(DF E (I E V 0 )-DF C (U))W\\HUQ)^<
or l e (9) = sup u e B-re{I,,v0; 6) + 6 0 ), (8.23) where K 2 is a positive constant independent of e. In all of the results below, we constantly use the equivalence of the norms IHki© and ||-|| Ke as stated in (2.4) £ , without recalling it. For any operator B, we denote by a(B) the spectrum of B. In the following, a closed curve in C denotes a homeomorphic image of a circle. Also, for any rj > 0 and X e C, let B(X, rj) be the disk of radius r\ and centre X. Since B o is compact, for any r\ > 0, there is an integer P = P(>?) a n d distinct complex numbers X t ,... ,X P such that , one can show the following local result:
, The proof of Lemma 9.1 uses techniques and ideas contained in Section 8. In the sequel, we often use the facts that I t e if (TT 0 ; T^m^) and M E e if (T^; H o ) .
Proof of Lemma 9.1. The estimate (9.6) is a direct consequence of (9.3) and the estimates (3.3c) and (3. Likewise, one shows the estimates (9.7) by using (3.3c), (3.6) and the Remarks 3.1 and 3.2.
To prove the estimate (9.8), we at first need to show that (XI -MJ e B 0 ) is an isomorphism of f^. As in Section 8, we write
-MJ e B 0 = (U -B 0 )(I + (XI -
(9.14)
Thanks to Remark 3.2, to (9.5) and (9.7), we have
Note that the inequality (9.15) still holds with f^ replaced by H o . From (9.14) and (9.15), we deduce at once that there exist positive constants C 3 and s t , 0 < s t ^ £ 0 , such that, for 0 < e ^ e 1 , The proof of (9.10) is very similar to the proof of (9.16).
To prove (9.9), we first observe that 20) where 08 1 e 3?W C ; iQ. By (9.6) and (9.8), we see that there exists a positive number e 2 , 0 < £ 2 ^£ i , such that, for 0 < e^e 2 , ||@) z \<e(-r^i) = 2' which implies, by (9.8) and (9.20) , that (9.9) holds. To prove (9.11), we note that
and use the estimates (9.6), (9.8) and (9.9). Likewise, one shows the estimates (9.12) and (9.13).
We remark that the operator I e B 0 M e is compact and that the equation
is equivalent to the following:
From (9.21), (9.4) and Lemmas 9.1 and 9.1', we deduce at once that, for any r\ > 0, for any v > 0, there exists a positive number £ 0 (v, rj) such that, for 0 < e ^ £ 0 (v, rf), we have
))c (J o(B,)n(C\B(0,ti))<= \J B(XJ,
where Xj, 1 ^j^p{rj) are given in (9.4). We notice that, due to (9.21), the spectrum of <n*"« = ^o*S-(9-28)
Proof. Since y does not enclose 0, the equality (9.27) is a direct consequence of (9.19) and (9.19'), which is well denned since (XI -MJ e B 0 ) is an isomorphism of f^ and of H o for 0 < £ g £ r From (9.27) and the fact that 3?% is a projection, we deduce that
We also need the following auxiliary result: , we define 0t\ > = {P fl -0%) 2 and observe that there exists a positive constant £ 3 , 0 < e 3 ^ £ 2 , such that, for 0 < £ ^ e 3 , the operator (/ -01%)~i is a well-defined operator which commutes with P o and 0*%. If we define the operators 2 . We observe that we can choose the positive number e 3 in the proof of Lemma 9.3 so that (/ -^? c )~* is a well-defined operator which commutes with 0% and P £ . Moreover, we have SUP ( || / -0t t y' -I I U n ; n ) , || (/ -«.)-* -/ \\^e,r-J S C(6 + £ ) in the estimates, if we replace the projection P e by P etlc and if we replace the sentence "there exists a positive number e t ,..." by the following one: "there exist two positive numbers Si and e x such that, for 0 < e^£ ! , for
Applications
We now apply the above results to our problems (P) o and (P) e . PROPOSITION # 0, the space of solutions of (9.52) is at most of dimension 1. Since A o is an eigenvalue, the dimension is 1.
• We are going to use the following lemma, the proof of which is very similar to that of [14 are well denned and satisfy (9.57). The property (9.58) is a direct consequence of (9.57), (9.54) and (2.7).
Setting u £ = C E {u 0 )~lh E , v = C Q^Q ) " 1 h 0 and arguing as in the proof of Lemma 8.1, we can write Arguing as in Section 6 and in the proof of Lemma 8.1, and using Lemma 9.14 as well as the estimates (9.57) and (9.58) and the ellipticity condition (9.56), we derive from (9.60) the estimate (9.59).
• Using the upper semicontinuity of the attractors s/ e , one deduces from Theorem 9.16, as in [14] , the following result: THEOREM 9.17. There exists a positive number e* such that, for 0 < e ^ e*, ifu 0 is an equilibrium point of (P) £ , then the null space of A e + Df(u 0 ) has dimension no more than one.
Arguing as in [14, Section 4] , by using Theorem 9.17 and [14, Theorem 2.4], we prove the following property: THEOREM 9.18. The a-limit set of any orbit of (P) o is a single equilibrium point. Furthermore, there exists a positive number e* such that, for 0 < e ^ e*, the co-limit set of any orbit of (P) e is a single equilibrium point. REMARK 9.19. The same property holds for the damped wave equation on an L-shaped domain (see [17] ).
Another application of the first subsection, above, and Theorem 9.16 is the lower semicontinuity of the attractors s/ c . Assume now that all of the equilibrium points of (P ) Section 3 ] to obtain the following result (see also [18] ). :0 < jq < eg 2 (x 2 ), 0 < x 2 < 1}, Ql = P i , x 2 ) € R 2 : -l < x , < e g2 (x 2 ), 0<x 2 We set F £ = F E u T 2 u Fj, where F^ = dQ\ r\{x l = -1} and we consider the problem (P) with, for instance, homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on F £ and homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions on dQ E \T E .
We transform coordinates to the canonical domain , 2 < p < oo. Note that the analogues of Proposition 9.13, Theorems 9.16, 9.17, 9.18 are no longer true.
